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Different methods and roles for education in 2030 – Same aim: improving the future!
Education is something special.
It is one of the most important issues to be considered to develop a country and to improve the
future for the next generations. Education can’t be seen as teachers and pupils but also
parents, communities, different technicians and many other stakeholders. Another thing that
can’t be forgotten is the educational resources. There is no education without resources. ICT
gives us the opportunity to have a great library on our fingertip. The information is always
available. So, if you want to learn Open Educational Resources are a great help to achieve
skills.
To be effective education demands the enrolment of all the parts involved in the learning
activities. Peer learning and interaction are essential concerning education. Peers learn with
each other when they debate, discuss, share and accept the other opinions, points of view and
set up their conclusions. The OER are useful to learn but the communication is imperative.
Teachers have an important role to guide the apprenticeship and to promote the debates and
the discussions among the peers. Peers must improve their communicative skills while they
share knowledge. This type of learning gives the peers different kinds of skills, they learn
together with the formal learning and many informal learning issues such as respecting the
other opinions, sharing points of view, practicing are also included. Learners can be really
motivated to learn using OER because they can go on learning according to their speed and
their fields of interest. Teachers have always an important role in education. They should
teach learners how to use the OER and they should give the scientific support according to the
content they are learning.
The OER are allies to the ones who are keen on learning. Together with cooperation,
collaboration and team work the OER can take learners to the goal they want to achieve.
Learners will go to school and they would be more autonomous and responsible to draw their
future. Lifelong learning will be possible by using OER. Learners will develop projects with
their peers and teacher will share their methods and knowledge with their colleagues around
the world.
Education in 2030 will have a new concept. There will be learners and teachers but their roles
will be different from today. The OER and practices will be there and the opportunities will
grow for the ones who will take advance on what they learn. People will have equal
opportunity to improve and to learn about what they want to.
The OER are the future. The future of education, the future of new generations will meet, for
sure, the OER.
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